
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT ELISABETH 
BENNETT AND THE CHALLENGER: 

GROWING AS AN ENNEAGRAM 8

Through her beautifully articulate words, Elisabeth accurately 
portrays the shadow side of each Enneagram type while also 
highlighting the rich grace and freedom found in the spiritual 
journey of integration. Pairing Scripture with reflection ques-
tions and prayers, the devotions help guide the reader on the 
pathway of personal and spiritual growth in a powerful way that 
is unique to their type. 

—Meredith Boggs 
The Other Half Podcast

Elisabeth has written a delightful devotional full of important 
information for those who want to grow in their own self-aware-
ness and relationship with Christ. I highly recommend read-
ing this book so you can experience transformation on a much 
deeper level that will bring about the change you desire in life.

—Beth McCord 
YourEnneagramCoach.com 

Author of 10 Enneagram books



Elisabeth has a beautiful way of guiding the reader into a deeper 
understanding and self-awareness that leads to spiritual growth 
through the Enneagram. Through biblically sound and practical 
devotions, she helps you move from, “Okay, I know what type I 
am but what’s next?” to personal, relational, and spiritual growth, 
so that you can live in the fullness of who you were created to be 
in your unique type.

—Justin Boggs 
The Other Half Podcast 

Enneagram coach, speaker, entrepreneur

If you know your Enneagram type and you’re ready to make 
meaningful steps toward growth, this book is for you. Elisabeth 
combines her Enneagram expertise with her deep faith to guide 
readers toward self-understanding, growth, and transformation 
through contemplative yet practical writing. This devotional is a 
great tool that you’ll return to again and again.

—Steph Barron Hall 
Nine Types Co.
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WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A 
CHALLENGER

Eights are the only Enneagram type that you can literally feel 
walk into a room. They are the football coach with confidence for 
days, the boss whose very presence inspires everyone to sit a little 
straighter, and a friend who has the softest heart yet intimidates 
most people until they get to know her.

Eights aren’t called the Challenger for nothing. With an 
energy and confidence about them that few can beat, an Eight 
won’t shy away from a verbal spar. In fact, they’ll often drop a 
controversial bomb on a conversation just to stir things up and 
see if anyone has the guts to stand up to them. Eights can also 
be known as the Advocate because of their fire for justice and 
standing up for the underdog. Wherever there’s a protest against 
ill treatment, you’ll probably find more than a handful of Eights 
shouting the loudest.

Danielle learned at a very young age that she needed to rely 
on herself. When she was less than two years old, her mother was 
put on bed rest while pregnant with her sister. Her mom would 
direct Danielle to go get her own diapers and come back to the 
bed to be changed. Even at that young age, Danielle had some 
level of responsibility for herself. And it’s fair to say that left an 
impression on her.

As a child, Danielle had confidence for days. Around age 
six or seven, she decided that she wanted to have a party. So she 
went to the grocery store that her family owned at the time and 
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picked out all of her favorite things; she then proceeded to phone 
her guest list, which consisted of adult employees at the store, a 
group of her uncle’s buddies, and her parents—not a single child! 
Danielle’s confidence made her think of herself as equal to adults 
and children alike. 

If Danielle’s family had known about the Enneagram back 
then, they wouldn’t have been surprised to see the confidence, 
energy, and independence she was coming into. Learning about 
the Enneagram as an adult has been life changing for her. She 
has been able to see her Eight-ness as a gift and learn that she 
doesn’t have to change herself to be sensitive to others, although 
she may need to let people catch up to her full sprint speed of life 
a little. She can be fully herself and understand that not everyone 
sees the world through her confidence and anything-is-possible 
energy.

Healthy Eights are confident, energetic, and assertive, but 
there’s tangible compassion about the way they listen to and care 
for others. These Eights use their strength to protect others and 
they often champion the underdogs in society.

At their most healthy, Eights will more easily embrace the 
emotions they feel and not discount emotions in themselves or 
others as weakness.

Average or slightly unhealthy Eights will easily mow over 
others even when they aren’t trying to. Not wanting to be con-
trolled, they often jump into leadership roles and lose respect for 
people who don’t pull their weight. These Eights will use conflict 
as a way of testing whether others are worthy of respect; often 
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they do not give compassion or grace to those who are not like 
them.

Unhealthy Eights may struggle with delusions of power and 
seem to forget their own mortality. Flying off the handle when 
they feel disrespected, these Eights have very little patience or 
compassion for others. 
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ALL ABOUT BEING AN EIGHT

MOTIVATION

Independence or Autonomy
Eights desire to be in control of themselves and to be free 

from the control of others. 

BIGGEST FEAR

Being Betrayed
Eights fear being betrayed, especially by those they trust 

most.

GUT TRIAD
Each Enneagram type is dominant in either feeling, think-

ing, or doing. These triads are referred to as heart-centered, 
head-centered, and gut-centered.

Eights, along with Ones and Nines, are considered to be 
part of the gut triad. This means that they receive information 
through their gut, which in layman’s terms means a bodily feel-
ing of something being instinctively right or wrong. A person 
who has a dominant gut instinct doesn’t need to think something 
over or consult their feelings in order to know what is right. This 
gut instinct is something unique to these three numbers, and 
dominance in this instinct is something only they experience.
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Each of the three triads has a defining emotion connected 
to the center they use most. For the gut triad, this emotion is 
anger. Anger is like a fire that keeps this triad going, whether 
they’re aware of it or not. Eights, Ones, and Nines struggle with 
anger, usually over the things that to them are obviously right or 
wrong. Injustice, marginalization, bullying, and a host of other 
issues that come from living in a sinful world are more than 
enough for this triad to struggle with persistent anger, especially 
as they receive all this information through their gut. To these 
types, the obvious right and wrong can’t be put out of sight logi-
cally (through the head) or emotionally (through the heart). 

CHILDHOOD WOUND
The wounding message young Eights heard (or thought they 

heard) was, “It is not okay to be vulnerable or to trust anyone,” or 
“You can only trust yourself.” This message causes Eights to take 
their security into their own hands and fight off (sometimes lit-
erally) anything or anyone that may want to control them. Eights 
become very protective of both themselves and the ones they 
love. They trust only a few, and even with those few, they can find 
it difficult to be totally open or vulnerable.

An Eight might’ve heard this message if their parent or 
guardian failed in some big way, thus making the Eight feel 
betrayed or scared, or if they said, “You can only trust yourself,” 
or “The world is a scary place,” or “Never trust a man/woman! 
You’ll only get hurt.”
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THE LOST CHILDHOOD MESSAGE THREES LONG TO HEAR 

“You will not be betrayed.”
Eights long to hear the message, “You will not be betrayed.” 

Only God can speak these words to your soul and have them be 
true—and He does! In Joshua 1:5, He says, “I will not leave you 
or forsake you.” You have a God who is 100 percent trustworthy, 
even when everyone else might not be. Trust Him with your soft-
ness, and He’ll help you trust others as well.

DEFENSE MECHANISM

Denial
Denial is the defense mechanism Eights employ when 

they’re stress, defensive, or otherwise need to protect themselves. 
It’s theorized that Eights can get so caught up in denying the 
things that hurt them that they can even forget the name of a 
former best friend. 

Denial is a front, it’s a mind game, and it’s all an act designed 
to protect Eights from feeling hurt.

WINGS
A wing is one of the numbers on either side of your 

Enneagram number that adds some flavor to your type. You’ll 
still be your core number in essence, but your wing can impact a 
lot of your behaviors.
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Eight with a Seven Wing (8w7)
An Eight with a Seven wing is said to be the highest energy 

number on the Enneagram. Combining an Eight’s intensity with 
the go-go-go of a Seven results in a high energy, fun, and some-
times intimidating number. Eights with a Seven wing can often 
perceive any indecisiveness as a request for leadership, and they’re 
happy to step into that role. More social than your average wing-
less Eight (or 8w9), the 8w7 has a hard time saying no to the 
promise of enjoyment, making them somewhat reckless when 
immature. 

Their inner tension is between their core number’s need to 
be seen as strong and respectful and their wing’s need to be spon-
taneous and carefree. Obviously, these two needs can coexist, 
but respect brings with it a lot of responsibility that can make a  
freedom-loving wing a bit antsy.

Eight with a Nine Wing (8w9)
An Eight with a Nine wing may seem like an odd number 

combo: a Challenger with a Peacemaker wing. They’re pleas-
ant unless you cross them or someone they care about. If you 
do that, an 8w9 is likely to go into fierce protector mode. The 
Enneagram Institute aptly named this wing combo “The Bear,” 
reflecting their role as the ultimate boundary keeper and protec-
tor. Quieter than the average Eight (or 8w7), an 8w9 is usually 
an introvert or ambivert. While they keep mostly to themselves, 
Eights with a Nine wing will show you a completely different side 
when they find an injustice they can do something to fix; in fact, 
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in times like that, they’ll talk your ear off about a cause they’re 
passionate about. 

The tension for an 8w9 lies between keeping the harmony, 
but still needing to be in control of what they find most import-
ant, often keeping others safe or not letting incompetence con-
trol them.

ARROWS
The arrows are the two numbers your Enneagram number 

is connected to in the Enneagram diagram. These two arrows 
represent the number from which you get the best traits as you 
grow or the number from which you get the worst traits when 
you’re in seasons of stress.

Stress: Going to Five
In stress, normally energetic Eights will slow down and 

even withdraw as they act out like unhealthy Fives. Eights will 
become disengaged, more emotionally unaware, and suspicious 
of betrayal as they become stressed.

Growth: Going to Two
In growth, tough Eights become softer and more personable 

as they pick up the healthy behaviors of Twos. As Eights feel 
secure, they’re more likely to listen, care for others’ needs, and 
let their emotional side show without fear of losing control or 
respect.
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TYPE EIGHT SUBTYPES
When we talk about subtypes and the Enneagram, we are 

referring to three relational instincts we all have. These instincts, 
like those of fight or flight, are reactions over which we have little 
control. The three relational subtypes are Self-Preservation (Sp), 
Social (So), and One-to-One (Sx). We all have the capacity to use 
all three of these instincts, but one of them is usually dominant. 
That dominant subtype can strongly impact how your distinct 
Enneagram type looks to the rest of us.

The “Protective” Eight (Sp)
Eights with a dominant Self-Preservation subtype will be 

drawn to those who are weak or hurting. They often effort-
lessly slip into a mother or father role. This subtype comes off as 
strong, confident, and very resilient. They don’t tolerate nonsense 
or ill treatment from others and make difficult decisions without 
wasting any time. From the outside, this subtype can seem cold, 
but their very warm and tender heart is on full display to those 
they nurture. This subtype of Eight is the least likely to mistype.

The “Sacrificial” Eight (So)
Dominant Social Eights will appear to be much more 

focused on others than the other two subtypes. Being the 
countertype, these Eights aren’t as preoccupied with power or 
strength. They want to protect, serve, and help those they care 
about. Usually, whole people groups—an organization, work-
place, or family—are in these Eights’ bracket of needing to be 
helped and protected. Social Eights focus a lot of their mental 
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energy on fixing the mistreatment they notice around them. This 
is the Eight subtype that looks the most like a Two.

The “Reckless” Eight (Sx)
One-to-One subtype Eights could be best described as 

rebels. At some point, they found truth to be contrary to what 
most people passively believe, and they may have felt a deep 
betrayal. This subtype believes that by being open or loud in 
their rebellion, people will notice and change. These Eights can 
look a lot like Fours because their passion is loud and they may 
come across as highly emotional. 
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10 DAYS OF STRENGTH
How You Uniquely Reflect God

DAY 1
How We All Reflect God 

And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, 
to which indeed you were called in one body.  

(Colossians 3:15)

Dear Challenger, do you know you uniquely reflect God? In 
Genesis, God says that He made us in His image. Now, this 
doesn’t mean our bodies look like His, but rather that we reflect 
His image by reflecting parts of God’s character. It’s not a perfect 
reflection; in fact, it’s rippled and marred. However, a familiarity, 
a family resemblance, is still plainly evident between God and 
His creation.

God is so mighty, majestic, and perfect that none of us can 
reflect every part of Him, so we see His attributes scattered 
throughout the entire population. Each of us is reflecting Him 
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in unique and very important ways. This is why we hear about 
each of us being a part of God’s body in Scriptures such as  
1 Corinthians 12:27, Romans 12:5, and Ephesians 5:30. Each of 
us is uniquely made for a divine purpose; each of us would be lost 
without the others.

As an Eight, you reflect God’s strength, His vigilance, His 
zeal, His inspiring nature, and His protective heart toward us. 
God made you uniquely, specifically, and purposefully. Your 
strength might protect you and those you love, but it ultimately 
is given to you to reflect God. 

Your desire to see justice served, how you seek truth, and 
your tendency toward action may feel second nature to you as 
an Eight, especially as you are following Christ. But these are all 
important ways you uniquely reflect God to those around you.

 __________________________________

SHIFT IN FOCUS
Did you grow up hearing about a physical resemblance you 

shared with someone else? Similar quirks? As you go about your 
day, invite God to reveal the ways He’s made you to look like 
Him. If you have space, pull out a journal and think of things 
you’ve noticed about yourself or heard others say about your 
drive, excellence, inspiring, encouraging, or understanding.

God can help you notice these parts of who you are. Thank 
Him for choosing you and calling you holy and beloved. Invite 
Him to continue to grow you as a Challenger who looks like 
Him.


